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Maria Rusin-Szeremeta
In month XIV of SWIM project development EKOS – with significant technical

support from Innoventum – conducted LTTA event in Rzeszów. All partners took
part in 3-day event learning about current state-of- art considering usage of

digital methods in teaching – from both the students and the teacher point of
view, role of gamification in teaching and theory considering image copyrights.
Partners had a chance to get a closer look on Genial.ly, Canva editor and Adobe

XD and proceeded to polish up their own Visual Dictionary resources.
 

Looking most of the time at
the learning from a
technical process

perspective, especially
when it comes to Visual

Dictionary, I found the LTTA
programme refreshing as it
also offered a comparative
perspective to designing

learning contents when we
had a crash course on

Genially on the second day
of the training.

 

 

Janne
The training was definitely a

source of valuable knowledge
and practical exercises as

well as the exchange of
experiences with other

participants.
 After a three-day training
course, I gained practical

knowledge and skills useful
in the process of learning

design. I am sure that I will
use them in practice and

everyday work.
 

TOM
The training sessions were

really useful to discover the
benefits of implementing

gamification and visual
resources in the classroom.

Moreover, the Genial.ly
lesson was also really

beneficial for everyone in
order to be able to create
interactive and appealing

resources that would
definitely engage and

motivate students.
 

Daniel Pérez
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My personal highlight of
the LTTA event in
Rzeszów was working
together with all
partners on our visual
dictionary resources
and learning about new
trends in teaching. The
programme featured an
ideal mix of theoretical
and practical sessions
that helped me improve
my didactic skills. 

Carina

NOVEMBER 2021

The trainning period has been effective as I
have learnt new tools for teaching my

students.  Thanks to the trainning I have
develop new ideas of teaching.

 The environment of the meeting was friendly
and close, that is something I appreciate.

 

LUIS MANTILlA

The training session was really inspiring,
both for the collaboration between all
the participants and for the practical
approach. The session regarding the

Genial.ly platform was very interesting. 

Teresa Valente


